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**December 25, 2018**

Graduate School  
Virginia Tech  
Blacksburg, VA

For the good and valuable consideration of the exchange of which is hereby acknowledged, I grant Virginia Tech a non-exclusive license to use my copyrighted dissertation entitled “Application of Deep Learning in Intelligent Transportation Systems”

This license shall include the right to use, reproduce, publicly display, distribute, and transmit worldwide the Work during the full term of the copyright in all media, now known or hereafter devised, including the Internet, without payment of any royalty or license fee.

I acknowledge that all copies of the Works submitted in connection with any entry shall remain the property of Virginia Tech. Virginia Tech agrees to include in reproductions of the Works a reasonable copyright notice and credits provided that the necessary copyright and credit information is noted below.

By submitting this Copyright Release Form, I represent that I have obtained all permissions necessary to grant the rights granted by this form and that use or reproduction of the Work by Virginia Tech, as permitted by this Copyright Release Form, shall not infringe or violate any copyright, trademarks, trade secrets, rights of privacy or any other statutory or common law proprietary or other rights.

I agree that any royalties or license fee charged for use of this Work shall be paid by the Entrant and not Virginia Tech.

**Sincerely,**

Sina Dabiri